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Abstract
Knowledge distillation has been used to transfer knowledge learned by a sophisti-
cated model (teacher) to a simpler model (student). This technique is widely used
to compress model complexity. However, in most applications the compressed
student model suffers from an accuracy gap with its teacher. We propose extracur-
ricular learning, a novel knowledge distillation method, that bridges this gap by (1)
modeling student and teacher uncertainties; (2) sampling training examples from
underlying data distribution; and (3) matching student and teacher output distribu-
tions. We conduct extensive evaluations on regression and classification tasks and
show that compared to the original knowledge distillation, extracurricular learning
reduces the gap by 46% to 68%. This leads to major accuracy improvements com-
pared to the empirical risk minimization-based training for various recent neural
network architectures: 7.9% regression error reduction on the MPIIGaze dataset,
+3.4% to +9.1% for top-1 image classification accuracy on the CIFAR100 dataset,
and +2.9% for top-1 image classification accuracy on the ImageNet dataset.
1 Introduction
Data-driven models based on Deep Neural Networks (DNN) have shown state-of-the-art accuracies
for many tasks such as computer vision [31], speech recognition [24], and reinforcement learning [51].
Training a generalizable model in supervised learning setup requires a large model capacity (to avoid
underfitting) and a large labeled dataset (to avoid overfitting). In practice, both requirements cannot
be perfectly satisfied: we have limited labeled data, and model size is bounded with the computational
budget determined by the hardware that runs the model. Knowledge transfer/distillation and data
augmentation methods have been developed to address the challenges with computational cost and
data scarcity. We briefly discuss these methods, which are also the building blocks of this work.
Knowledge Distillation: Overparameterized neural networks learn better representations that lead to
better generalization accuracy [1]. For example, both the PyramidNet-110 model [20] and the larger
PyramidNet-200 model achieve a perfect accuracy on the training set of the CIFAR100 dataset [30],
while the latter has 3% higher generalization accuracy. This motivated transferring the “knowledge”
encoded in the more accurate larger model to the smaller one. Knowledge Distillation [6, 25] (KD)
established an important mechanism through which one model (typically of higher capacity, called
teacher) can train another model (typically a smaller model that satisfies the computational budget,
called student). KD has been implemented in many machine learning tasks, for example image
classification [25], object detection [10, 61], video labeling [69], natural language processing [57, 38,
54, 34, 58], and speech recognition [9, 56, 35].
The idea of KD is to encourage the student to imitate teacher’s output over various examples. For
example, in classification, the teacher’s output includes not only the correct class index (the argmax
of softmax generated probabilities), but also the additional information regarding the similarities
to other classes (the probabilities of other classes). The amount of additional information can be
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quantified by the entropy of the softmax probabilities produced by the teacher. A teacher with small
training loss would produce low entropy outputs over the dataset, making knowledge transfer less
effective. Some proposed remedies for this issue in previous works include matching the logits of
student and teacher [6], increasing the entropy by smoothing teacher’s output [25], encouraging the
student to match its intermediate feature maps to that of the teacher [48], or explicitly training a
teacher with high entropy outputs [43]. Despite success of recent KD methods, in many applications,
there is still a large gap between the teacher and student generalization accuracies. In this work, we
propose a new KD algorithm to bridge this gap.
Data Augmentation: Lack of sufficient labeled data is another challenge in supervised learning.
There are several data augmentation approaches to tackle this challenge. These methods exploit
domain knowledge to transform training examples to generate more data [52, 31, 14], learn a data
generation policy [13, 12, 26, 33, 70], augment the intermediate features of the model [17, 64], or find
difficult examples using adversarial training [62]. Some of the recent methods [66, 60, 65, 23, 18]
mix two or more data points from the empirical distribution to generate new data points. Alternatively,
instead of manually designed transformations, generative models [42, 59, 29, 19] could be utilized
to sample new training examples. Here, we also use samples from approximate data distribution to
construct an improved KD algorithm. Note that unlike the classical data augmentation methods that
need to acquire labels for the augmented data, in our KD framework we only need unlabeled samples.
As mentioned above, in general, there is a gap between generalization accuracies of student and
teacher. In this work, we present a novel KD method, Extracurricular Learning (XCL), to bridge this
gap. Our method is motivated by the following two arguments. First, modeling the output distribution
(rather than a point estimate) of teacher is important for knowledge transfer as it provides additional
information for student. For regression tasks, we explicitly model the output distribution of the
teacher as a Gaussian and transfer it to the student model. Note that, for classification, the output is
already encoded as a categorical distribution. Second, if student exactly matches the teacher’s output
on the entire input domain (e.g., all possible images), we are guaranteed to bridge this gap. This is
not possible in practice since student has limited capacity and optimization is not perfect. Instead, we
focus the optimization to high density regions of data distribution to match student with the teacher.
Specifically, we use random convex combination of data points to generate new examples.
The main contributions of our work are:
• We show that modeling teacher and student uncertainties is important for KD, and introduce
a new KD formulation for regression.
• We introduce XCL, a new KD method, that models uncertainties of the teacher, and distills
teacher’s knowledge utilizing samples from an approximate data distribution in addition to
the empirical distribution. XCL does not require additional unlabeled samples and does not
require hyper-parameter tuning.
• XCL reduces the gap between student and teacher generalization accuracies by 46% to
68% compared to the original KD. Compared to the supervised learning baselines, XCL
leads to 7.9% regression error reduction on MPIIGaze dataset, +3.4% (PyramidNet), +5.1%
(ResNet), +9.1% (BinaryNet) for top-1 image classification accuracy on CIFAR100, and
+2.9% (ResNet) for top-1 image classification accuracy on ImageNet.
2 Preliminaries
In supervised learning, we seek a set of parameters θ of a parametric function fθ (e.g., weights of a
neural network) to minimize the expected risk:
min
θ
E(x,y)∼p[l(fθ(x), y)], (1)
where p(x, y) is the joint distribution of (example, label) pairs and l(·) is the loss function determining
how close fθ(x) and y are. For almost every practical problem, p is not available, yet a finite set of
training data points D = {xi, yi}ni=1 is given. The empirical risk approximation of (1) is to substitute
p with empirical distribution pδ = 1/n
∑n
i=1 δ(x = xi, y = yi), where δ(x = xi, y = yi) is a Dirac
mass function located at (xi, yi). This leads to the Empirical Risk Minimization (ERM):
min
θ
1
n
∑
i
l(fθ(xi), yi) (2)
2
In knowledge distillation [25], the student model fθ is encouraged to match the output of the teacher
τ at training data points, i.e.:
min
θ
1
n
∑
i
l(fθ(xi), τ(xi)) (3)
τ in (3) can be a single more powerful model or an ensemble of several models. In the original
KD [25] an average of losses in (2) and (3) is used.
KD is widely studied for the classification task, where yi is a one-hot vector that indicates the true
class of xi. The teacher output τ(xi), however, is a soft label. Components of τ(xi) encode similarity
of xi to other classes [25], which encapsulates additional information compared to yi. Hence, training
a model with soft labels from a stronger teacher instead of one-hot labels leads to accuracy gain.
Here, we consider a different interpretation of τ(xi) for classification that allow us to generalize KD
to regression tasks as well. In classification, τ(xi) (softmax probabilities) is a categorical distribution
capturing the conditional probability of the correct class given xi, while yi is only the maximum a
posteriori point estimate. The full label distribution provides the student model with the uncertainty
associated to the data point. For example, when objects from different classes are present in an image,
or when there is ambiguity in correct target class due to occlusion. The student model is trained to
minimize the average Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence from its predicted categorical distribution to
that of the teacher.
3 Knowledge Distillation for Regression with Uncertainty Estimation
In this section, we propose a new KD algorithm for regression by modeling the uncertainties of
the teacher and the student. KD is often discussed in the context of classification, where the model
output is a distribution that naturally captures the uncertainties. Uncertainty estimation is important
for effective knowledge transfer since: (1) it provides student with not only a point estimate of
teacher’s output, but also the full distribution; (2) it prevents over-penalizing student on samples that
teacher is not confident. In the regression task, the model regresses the expected output signal over
the empirical distribution, for example by reducing the L2 loss. It is not clear if the conventional
knowledge distillation (3) would necessarily train a better student compared to the vanilla ERM (2)
for a regression task. Recently, Saputra et al. [50] explored some variations of KD for regression.
However, their proposed methods lack uncertainty modeling, which we show is a key property for an
effective KD.
We estimate the heteroscedastic aleatoric uncertainties (uncertainties that depend on each example xi)
for regression tasks, similar to [41, 27]. Specifically, for a data point xi we assume the model outputs
fθ(xi) = (µi, σ
2
i ) approximating the conditional probability p(y|xi) with a Gaussian N (µi, σ2i ).
Hence, µi’s regress yi’s and σi’s indicate the uncertainties. We can learn σi’s without having access
to “uncertainty labels” by minimizing the Negative Log Likelihood (NLL) loss:
l(fθ(xi), yi) =
1
2σ2i
‖µi − yi‖22 +
1
2
log σ2i =
1
2
exp(−si)‖µi − yi‖22 +
1
2
si (4)
In practice, for numerical stability the model predicts log variance si = log σ2i . This can be simply
implemented by adding an additional output to the last layer of a neural network. The computational
overhead for uncertainty estimation is negligible.
To this point, we can train a model by ERM (2) using the NLL loss in (4) that predicts the uncertainties
as well. We now use this framework and introduce a new KD algorithm for regression. We define the
loss in (3) to be the KL divergence between two Gaussians N (µi, σ2i ) and N (µτi , στi 2) determined
by the outputs of student and teacher, respectively:
l(fθ(xi), τ(xi)) = DKL(N (µτi , στi 2) ‖ N (µi, σ2i ))
=
1
2
[
exp(sτi − si)− exp(−si)‖µτi − µi‖22 − (sτi − si)− 1
] (5)
In Section 5.2, we show KD for regression using the loss in (5) improves student accuracy significantly
compared to the alternatives not accounting for uncertainties.
3
4 Extracurricular Learning (XCL)
In Extracurricular Learning (XCL), we also extend the knowledge transfer to data points beyond
the empirical distribution. We use a pre-trained teacher model τ to annotate examples drawn from
a distribution q(x), which approximates the underlying marginal distribution p(x) =
∫
y
p(x, y)dy.
The target (compressed) model is trained over (x, τ(x)) pairs where x ∼ q:
min
θ
Ex∼q[l(fθ(x), τ(x))] (6)
The loss function l(·) in (6) is the KL divergence from the label conditional distribution predicted
by student to that of teacher. In classification, l(·) is the KL divergence between two categorical
distributions, and in regression it is between two Gaussians as in (5).
XCL approximates the expected risk (1) more accurately compared to the ERM 2 by deploying a
more accurate approximation of the data distribution p(x, y) = p(x)p(y|x). If in (1) we approximate
the marginal distribution p(x) by a density estimator q(x), and the label conditional distribution
p(y|x) by teacher’s output with uncertainty estimation (Gaussian in regression and categorical in
classification), and define the loss function l(fθ(x), y) to be the negative log likelihood of student
observing y, we obtain XCL as in (6). q(x) can be one or a combination of functions that approximate
the marginal distribution, for example: unlabeled data, generative models [42, 59, 29, 19], data
augmentations [52, 31, 14], data mixing methods [66, 60, 65, 23, 18], vicinal distribution [8], etc.
Compared to KD on the empirical distribution (3), in XCL we match student and teacher on much
more data points. Specifically, when q(x) is a good data density estimator, we encourage the student
to imitate teacher’s output on high density regions, which helps transferring knowledge of the teacher
to the student. The additional data points sampled from q (the extra curriculum), compared to the
original labeled dataset may be more ambiguous, yet are useful for knowledge transfer. Therefore,
uncertainty estimation, i.e., approximating p(y|x) instead of a single point estimate, is even more
crucial in XCL.
5 Experiments
5.1 Approximating the Marginal Distribution: q(x)
We implemented a data mixing method as in [66] to approximate the marginal data distribution. Data
mixing allows us to extend the empirical distribution by considering random convex combinations of
data. We denote this by MixUp(pˆδ):
(xi, yi), (xj , yj) ∼ pˆδ, λ ∼ Beta(α, α) → x = λxi + (1− λ)xj (7)
pˆδ refers to the empirical distribution with standard augmentations and normalization. Note that
the original MixUp paper [66], additionally, uses linear interpolation to associate a label to x as:
y = λyi + (1− λ)yj . In XCL, we only use q(x) = MixUp(pˆδ) as an approximation for the marginal
distribution and use teacher’s output for the labels. Similar to [66], we mix examples within a
mini-batch. We use α = 1.0 (uniform distribution) in (7) for mixing. Other choices of q for XCL are
discussed in Section 7.1.
5.2 Regression: Gaze Estimation
We evaluate XCL on a regression task, human eye-gaze estimation, that is to predict the 2D gaze
orientation vector given the image of an eye. We used the MPIIGaze dataset [67, 68] that contains
45,000 annotated eye images of 15 persons. We followed the leave-one-person-out training and
evaluation as in the original works [67, 68]. We used LeNet [32] model as student and PreAct-
ResNet [21] model as teacher. Our training setup matches the accuracies reported in the original
works [67, 68]. Note that, implementation details (e.g., learning rate schedule, batch size, etc.) of all
of our experiments are provided in the Appendix.
In Table 1, we report the estimated angle error (in degrees). Each reported value is averaged over 15
persons with 3 replicas per person using different random initializations. Compared to the original
KD, the proposed KD method in Section 3 with uncertainty matching achieves significant reduction
(28%) in student-teacher accuracy gap. This shows the importance of matching student with teacher’s
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Figure 1: Uncertainty predictions for regression task
as a function of data mixing coefficient.
method angle error gap
ERM 6.23±0.01
N/A+MixUp [66] 6.02±0.01
ERM+uncer. 6.48±0.01
KD [25] 5.92±0.01 0.29 (-)
KD+AIL [50] 5.92±0.06 0.29 (0%)
KD+uncer. (ours) 5.84±0.01 0.21 (-28%)
XCL (ours) 5.74±0.03 0.11 (-62%)
Table 1: Gaze angle estimation using LeNet model.
Teacher angle error is 5.63. All results are reproduced.
output distribution (rather than its point estimate). In addition, when the student is trained to match
teacher’s output distribution over an extended training set with XCL, we observe an even larger
reduction (62%) in accuracy gap compared to the original KD. This results in 7.9% reduction in
regression error compared to the ERM training. We also report the results of uncertainty estimation
with NLL loss (4), and MixUp with linear interpolation, in isolation. In addition, we report results
using Attentive Imitation Loss (AIL) [50], a recent method that controls extent of knowledge transfer
at each data point based on teacher’s error. For all models, we used the same teacher with an average
angle error of 5.63 degrees. Note that, all methods shown in Table 1 are re-implemented, trained, and
tested with identical setups.
In Figure 1, we show average predicted uncertainty by the teacher and two student models (the
models in the last two rows in Table 1) as a function of mixing coefficient λ defined in (7). First, we
observe that models predict higher uncertainty as x deviates from the empirical distribution (λ close
to 0.5). Note that, this intuitive prediction is obtained without an explicit supervision for uncertainties.
In addition, when we use XCL the student model imitates teacher on more data points, and therefore
has closer uncertainty estimation to the teacher on average.
5.3 Classification: CIFAR100
We evaluate performance of XCL for image classification task on the CIFAR100 dataset [30] that
contains 100 classes with 50,000 and 10,000 images in the training and test sets, respectively. For fair
comparison, we reimplemented all methods and trained with identical training setups. To compute
accuracies, we first compute the median over the last 10 epochs, and then average the results over
8 independent runs with different random initializations. The standard-deviation of accuracy with
respect to different initializations is denoted by ±std.
ResNet-18: We followed the same setup as [14] to train the ResNet-18 model [21], and obtained
closely matching accuracies. Training over an extended distribution requires a longer training, hence,
we considered ×2 longer experiments as well.
To obtain an accurate teacher τ , we use ensemble method [15]. We trained a committee that consists
of 8 models trained for 400 epochs using CutMix [65]. The teacher’s output is the ensemble average of
the committee members’ outputs. The ensemble model has top-1 test accuracy of 84.6%. Ensemble
averaging results in a better generalization by reducing the model variance. It is a simple, yet effective
way to acquire a good teacher for various applications. We explore other choices for the teacher in
Section 7.
The results in Table 2 demonstrate that XCL significantly (by 67 %) reduces the teacher-student
accuracy gap compared to the regular KD with the same teacher (both trained for 400 epochs). This
leads to major improvements over the ERM training (+5.1%) and the data mixing methods (MixUp
and CutMix) that use linear interpolation for labels (∼ +4%).
We also report the normalized entropy of a label y defined as Hˆ(y) = −∑cj=1 yj log yj/ log c,
where superscript j refers to the j’th component of the vector, and c is the number of classes. Hˆ(y)
varies between 0 and 1, and denotes label uncertainty for a sample. It can also be interpreted as the
amount of additional information encoded in soft labels compared to one-hot labels. In Table 2, we
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method epochs Hˆ (%) top-1 (%) top-1 gap (%) top-5 (%)
ERM 200 0 77.8±0.3
N/A
93.9±0.2
+CutOut∗ [14] 200 - 78.0±0.2 -
+MixUp [66] 200 10.8 78.9±0.3 94.0±0.1400 10.8 79.2±0.2 93.9±0.2
+CutMix [65] 200 10.8 79.6±0.3 95.1±0.2400 10.8 79.3±0.2 94.7±0.2
+LS [55] 200 28.2 78.6±0.2 93.9±0.1400 28.2 78.8±0.2 93.9±0.2
KD [25] 200 10.5 79.1±0.3 5.5 94.9±0.1400 10.5 80.0±0.2 4.6 (-) 95.5±0.1
XCL (ours) 200 28.2 82.2±0.1 2.4 96.6±0.1400 28.2 83.1±0.2 1.5 (-67%) 96.7±0.1
Table 2: Evaluation on the CIFAR100 dataset using ResNet-18. Teacher is an ensemble of 8 ResNet-18 models,
having 84.6% top-1 acc. (∗) denotes results read from the original paper. All other results are reproduced.
method top-1(%)
top-1
gap (%)
top-5
(%)
ERM 82.9±0.4
N/A
96.3
+MixUp 83.4±0.1 95.7
+CutMix 84.3±0.3 96.7
KD 83.8±0.2 3.7 (-) 96.1
XCL (ours) 86.3±0.1 1.2 (-68%) 97.6
Table 3: Evaluation on the CIFAR100 dataset us-
ing PyramidNet-200 model. Teacher top-1 test
accuracy is 87.5%. All results are reproduced.
method top-1(%)
top-1
gap (%)
top-5
(%)
ERM 70.2±0.2
N/A
90.5
+MixUp 72.7±0.2 90.2
+CutMix 75.2±0.2 92.7
KD 74.0±0.2 10.6 (-) 91.9
XCL 79.5±0.1 5.1 (-52%) 95.2
Table 4: Evaluation on the CIFAR100 dataset us-
ing Binary-Weight ResNet-18. Teacher top-1 test
accuracy is 84.6%. All results are reproduced.
report the average normalized entropy over the training set of each method. For the original KD
method, the labels are obtained by the teacher trained over the empirical distribution. The teacher
overfits the empirical distribution (becomes overconfident), therefore the uncertainty of the teacher
on the empirical distribution is an underestimation 1. Hence, using empirical distribution to distill
teacher’s knowledge to student is ineffective when teacher overfits, which is also observed in [25].
XCL captures and transfers teacher’s uncertainty better since it is computed over an extended dataset
where the teacher has not seen during its own training.
An alternative is to artificially increase Hˆ(y) by applying Label Smoothing (LS) [55]. To match
Hˆ of XCL we apply LS with ε ' 0.18, that is to use yj = 1 − ε if j is the correct class, and use
yj = ε/(c− 1) otherwise. In Table 2, we see LS improves the baseline accuracy by 1%. However,
LS is worse than XCL by more than 4% while having the same average entropy. We also applied
smoothing by using a temperature parameter in KD [25]. KD with temperature and LS required
exhaustive hyper-parameter tuning. We found that using temperature can improve performance of
KD by 1%, which is still 2% worse than XCL without any parameter tuning. See Sections 7.2 and
7.3 for additional results.
PyramidNet-200: We evaluate performance of XCL on a higher capacity architecture, PyramidNet-
200 [20], which obtains the state-of-the-art results on CIFAR100 dataset. We used the same training
setup as in [65], and obtained close accuracies. The teacher is an ensemble of 8 models trained with
CutMix, having a top-1 test accuracy of 87.5%. Results are shown in Table 3. Compared to the
regular KD with the same teacher, XCL significantly (by 68%) reduces teacher-student accuracy gap.
Quantized Networks: We evaluate performance of XCL to train an extremely compressed student,
a Binary-Weight [11, 46] ResNet-18. This network has ∼ 20× smaller size compared to the full-
precision (32-bits) model. We use the training setup as described in [36]. Teacher is an ensemble of 8
1As shown in the Table 2, the average entropy of the teacher over the empirical distribution is 10.5%. To
analyze the overfitting, we computed the same measure over the test set, which is 27.8%.
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method traintop-1
val
top-1
val
top-1 gap
val
top-5
V2-A
top-1
V2-B
top-1
V2-C
top-1
ERM 96.5 79.0
N/A
94.5 76.0 67.5 80.6
+MixUp [66] 89.3 79.7 94.8 77.1 68.2 81.5
+CutMix [65] 92.0 80.6 95.2 77.1 69.2 81.7
KD [25] 95.2 80.7 2.6 (-) 94.3 77.4 68.6 82.1
XCL (ours) 91.8 81.9 1.4 (-46%) 95.8 79.0 70.6 83.3
Table 5: Evaluation (%) on the ImageNet dataset using ResNet-101 model. Teacher is an ensemble of 4
ResNet-152-D, having top-1 accuracy of 83.3%. std of XCL val top-1 is ' 0.1. All results are reproduced.
method traintop-1
val
top-1
val
top-1 gap
val
top-5
V2-A
top-1
V2-B
top-1
V2-C
top-1
ERM 94.7 77.3
N/A
93.6 74.5 65.6 79.4
+MixUp [66] 87.2 77.8 93.9 74.9 66.4 79.7
+CutMix [65] 89.2 78.7 94.3 75.5 66.9 80.2
KD [25] 92.7 79.2 2.4 (-) 94.3 75.6 67.3 80.6
XCL (ours) 89.4 80.0 1.6 (-33%) 95.0 77.2 68.2 81.3
Table 6: Accuracies (%) of the ResNet-50 model trained on the ImageNet dataset. Teacher is a ResNet-152-D
model trained with CutMix (top-1 acc. = 81.6%). std of XCL val top-1 is ' 0.1. All results are reproduced.
full-precision ResNet-18 models trained with CutMix, having a top-1 accuracy of 84.6%. Results are
shown in Table 4. Compared to the regular KD with the same teacher, XCL significantly (by 52%)
reduces teacher-student accuracy gap.
5.4 Classification: ImageNet
The ImageNet 2012 dataset [49] consists of ∼ 1.3 million training examples and a validation set with
50,000 images from 1,000 classes. We followed the training setup as in [22] and used 300 epochs
for all ImageNet experiments [65]. The model is a regular ResNet-101 architecture [21]. We use an
ensemble of 4 ResNet-152-D [22] models trained with CutMix, having a top-1 validation accuracy of
83.3%. In addition to the regular validation set of the ImageNet dataset, we evaluated the performance
of the models on three recently introduced test sets for ImageNet, called ImageNetV2 [47] that are
collected with different sampling strategies: Threshold-0.7 (V2-A), Matched-Frequency (V2-B), and
Top-Images (V2-C). Results are shown in Table 5.
Compared to the regular KD with the same teacher, XCL reduces student-teacher validation accuracy
gap by 46%. Similarly, on all other test sets, XCL obtains significant improvements compared to the
ERM, data mixing methods, and the regular KD. We also report the training accuracies here which,
in contrast to the CIFAR100 experiments, are not perfect. To reduce under-fitting for XCL, we used
10× smaller weight decay in this experiment. Note that using a reduced weight decay did not help
for other methods. We also report results for ResNet-50 training in Table 6, which shows the same
trend.
6 XCL as a Nonlinear Interpolation
Samples from MixUp [66] and CutMix [65] lie on image manifolds connecting pairs of examples
(xi, xj). In MixUp, the manifold is a straight line between xi and xj characterized by (7), and in
CutMix it is a discrete sequence of images constructed by replacing a block with area (1− λ) in xi
with that of xj . The original works, in addition to this mixing strategies, approximate the labels using
a linear interpolation: y = λyi + (1− λ)yj . In this section, we discuss shortcomings of using linear
interpolation to obtain labels, and analyze XCL as a non-linear interpolation method.
The majority of modern neural network architectures can obtain close to zero empirical loss using
a variation of SGD optimizer. This makes the neural network models exact over the empirical
distribution (e.g., ResNet-18 achieves 100% training accuracy on the CIFAR100). They can be used
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Figure 2: Target probability of x to be classified as yi
as x deviates from xi. λ = 1 corresponds to x = xi.
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Figure 3: Average predicted uncertainty (normalized
entropy) as a function of MixUp λ coefficient.
q(x) Hˆ (%) top-1 (%)
MixUp(pˆδ) 28.2 83.1 ± 0.2
CutMix(pˆδ) 29.1 82.1 ± 0.2
MixUp/CutMix(pˆδ) 28.6 83.2 ± 0.2
N (0, 1) 53.5 1.0 ± 0.0
pˆδ +N (0, 0.02) 11.5 79.9 ± 0.2
pˆδ +N (0, 0.05) 24.3 77.2 ± 0.1
Table 7: Analysis of q(x) choices. Teacher has a
top-1 test accuracy of 84.6%.
teacher Hˆ
(%)
teacher
top-1 (%) top-1 (%)
ResNet-18 23.4 81.4 80.2 ± 0.1
+LS ε=0.1 44.9 82.5 80.9 ± 0.2
+MixUp 31.0 83.1 81.1 ± 0.2
+CutMix 28.2 84.6 83.1 ± 0.2
Pyr.+CutMix 15.1 87.5 83.8 ± 0.1
Table 8: Analysis of different teachers. Each teacher is
an ensemble of 8 models shown in each row.
to interpolate beyond the empirical distribution. This view leads to another interpretation of what
XCL does: labels are acquired by y = τ(x) for x outside the empirical distribution, which is a
non-linear interpolation induced by the teacher neural network. In previous sections, we showed that
using labels from a teacher outperforms MixUp and CutMix that use linear interpolation.
In Figure 2, we demonstrate the average predicted probability for x to be classified as yi as it deviates
from xi. Linear interpolation overconfidently assigns a label to x with similarities to xi and xj that
add up to 1. In contrast, labels obtained by XCL for an x between xi and xj include similarities to all
classes (not just to classes of xi and xj). For example, at λ = 0.5 the teacher predicts x to be classified
either as xi or xj with a probability ' 0.25, whereas linear interpolation predicts 0.5 probability. In
Figure 3, we show the average laebl uncertainty (normalized entropy) as a function λ. We observe
that XCL, compared to the regular KD, trains a student that imitates teacher’s uncertainties better.
7 Ablation Studies
7.1 Choices of Distribution Approximation q and Teacher τ
In this section, we explore alternative choices of distribution approximations q and teacher models
τ . We conduct these experiments on the CIFAR100 dataset using ResNet-18 model. The analyzed
choices of q are: MixUp(pˆδ), CutMix(pˆδ), and MixUp/CutMix(pˆδ) which is a combination of both
mixing methods (each with 50% probability), pixel-wise Gaussian, and pixel-wise Gaussian noise
added to pˆδ. Table 7 shows test accuracy results. Better approximations to the data distribution,
such as the data mixing methods, result in better knowledge transfer compared to uninformative
distributions such as the pixel-wise Gaussian.
We compare alternative choices of teacher in Table 8. Each teacher is an ensemble of 8 instances
of the given model, trained with different initializations. We observe a general trend that a more
accurate teacher results in a more accurate student. [39] observed that when teacher is trained with
Label Smoothing (LS), it is more accurate, but can transfer less knowledge to the student. We observe
that using XCL, a teacher trained with LS is both more accurate and trains a more accurate student.
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ε Hˆ (%) top-1 (%)
0.1 17.0 79.3 ± 0.3
0.18 28.2 78.8 ± 0.2
0.4 54.5 78.0 ± 0.3
0.8 90.7 78.3 ± 0.2
Table 9: Effect of label smoothing on ERM.
T Hˆ (%) top-1 (%)
1 10.5 80.0 ± 0.2
1.5 52.8 79.9 ± 0.3
2 81.2 80.2 ± 0.1
5 99.2 81.2 ± 0.3
10 99.9 81.1 ± 0.3
Table 10: Effect of temperature on KD.
T Hˆ (%) top-1 (%)
1 28.2 83.1 ± 0.2
1.5 65.0 83.0 ± 0.1
2 85.8 83.1 ± 0.2
5 99.2 83.2 ± 0.2
10 99.9 83.1 ± 0.1
Table 11: Effect of temperature on XCL.
7.2 Label Smoothing
Label Smoothing (LS) [55] with a parameter ε replaces ground truth labels with:
yj = 1− ε if j is the correct class else ε
c− 1 (8)
This method artificially increases label entropy. The results of ERM training with LS are reported
in Table 9. All results are ResNet-18 model trained on CIFAR100 dataset for 400 epochs. Using
 = 0.1, LS achieves 1.5% improvement over the baseline. Note that, finding an optimal  requires
extensive hyper-parameter tuning. XCL naturally obtains smooth labels, and without hyper-parameter
tuning obtains significant accuracy improvement (by 3.8%) compared to the best LS.
7.3 Knowledge Distillation with Temperature Scaling
In KD [25], logits of the student and the teacher are inversely scaled by a temperature parameter
T before softmax probabilities are computed. This smoothing strategy can slightly improve the
knowledge distillation accuracy (+1.2% compared to KD without temperature scaling). Results are
reported in Table 10. Student is ResNet-18 and teacher is an ensemble of 8 ResNet-18 models trained
with CutMix, having a top-1 accuracy of 84.6% on the CIFAR100 dataset.
We observe that XCL is not sensitive to temperature (Table 11). Note that finding an optimal T
requires extensive hyper-parameter tuning. XCL does not require hyper-parameter tuning, and
compared to the best KD with temperature scaling reduces the accuracy gap by 59%.
8 Other Related Works and Conclusion
In several works, multi-stage KD was proposed to improve both teacher and student by training
a sequence of models [16, 37, 3]. Our work is complementary to these approaches. There are
several recent semi supervised learning methods [45, 63, 5, 53, 4, 2, 7] that produce pseudo labels
for unlabeled data using a model trained on a limited labeled set. The extended dataset is then used
to train the target model. These methods are similar to XCL in that they utilize unlabeled samples
from data distribution to improve the model generalization. However, these methods utilize real
samples, whereas XCL does not require an additional dataset, and samples from an approximate data
distribution.
We introduced XCL, a framework for KD that estimate teacher and student uncertainties and match
their output distributions over high density regions of the data distribution. Our method does
not require additional dataset or hyper-parameter tuning, and is applicable to both regression and
classification tasks. Experiments on MPIIGaze, CIFAR100, and ImageNet datasets showed that XCL
achieves state-of-the-art accuracies for KD.
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Appendix: Training details
Gaze estimation
We used the MPIIGaze dataset [67, 68] that contains 45,000 annotated eye images of 15 persons
(3,000 images per person divided equally between left and right eyes). We followed the leave-one-
person-out evaluation process as in the original works [67, 68]. For each experiment, 15 models
trained using one person’s data as test set, and the rest 14 persons’ data as training set. We do the
same process to train the teacher models as well (one leave-one-person-out per student model). To
report the error, we average the error of all 15 models. Additionally, each experiment is repeated 3
times with different initializations and the average error is reported. We followed the implementation
of original works [67, 68] for training, and used two existing architectures for student and teacher: the
student is a 4 layers LeNet [32] and the teacher is a 9 layers PreAct-ResNet [21] trained with MixUp.
The models output a two-dimensional vector that predicts the gaze vector. When we also estimate the
uncertainty, we use an isotropic Gaussian N (µ, σI) to model the output distribution. Therefore, the
network output is three-dimensional. We set weight decay to 10−4, learning rate to 10−4 for LeNet
and 10−3 for ResNet that is decayed by a factor of 10 after 30 and 36 epochs. All experiments are
trained using ADAM optimizer [28] for 40 epochs with 0.9 momentum and batch-size of 32.
ResNet-18 on CIFAR100
We followed the same setup as [14] to train the ResNet-18 model [21]. Weight decay is 5 · 10−4,
learning rate is 0.1, and is decayed by a factor of 5 after 60, 120, and 160 epochs when trained for 200
epochs, and after 120, 240, and 320 epochs when trained for 400 epochs. Training over an extended
distribution requires a longer training, hence, we considered ×2 longer experiments as well. For all
experiments, we use the standard random cropping and horizontal flipping augmentations, and train
with Nesterov [40] accelerated SGD with 0.9 momentum and batch-size of 128.
PyramidNet-200 on CIFAR100
We use the same training setup as in [65], namely, PyramidNet [20] is initialized with depth 200
and α˜ = 240, weight decay is 10−4, learning rate is 0.25 that is decayed by a factor of 10 after
150 and 225 epochs. For all experiments we use standard random cropping and horizontal flipping
augmentations and train with Nesterov accelerated SGD for 300 epochs with 0.9 momentum and
batch-size of 64.
BinaryNet on CIFAR100
We implemented Binary-Weight [11, 46] ResNet-18 architecture, where all weights (with the ex-
ception of the first and the last layers) are represented with 1-bit. We use the binary architecture as
in [46], and training setup as in [36], namely, weight decay is zero, learning rate is 2 · 10−4 that is
decayed by a factor of 10 after 150 and 250 epochs. For all experiments, we use standard random
cropping and horizontal flipping augmentations and train with ADAM optimizer [28] for 350 epochs
with 0.9 momentum and batch-size of 128. The implementation is the same as [44].
ResNet on ImageNet
We use the training setup introduced in [22]. The weight decay is 10−4, learning rate is linearly
warmed-up during the first 5 epochs from 0.1 to 0.4, and then decayed to 0 by a cosine function.
For all experiments, we use SGD with Nesterov with batch-size of 1024, and apply standard data
augmentations: random crop and resize to 224×224, random horizontal flipping, color jittering,
and lightening during training, and resize the images to 256×256 followed by a center cropping
to 224×224 during test. We use 300 epochs to train all models similar to [65]. We use regular
ResNet-50 and ResNet-101 architectures [21] (not the D variant introduced in [22]). For XCL, we
use a smaller weight decay (10−5).
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